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Logos

Primary logo

Lockup

To ensure that logo is clear and visible, 
use the logo to define the minimun 
clearance around the logo.

To ensure that lockup is clear and 
visible, use the circle to define the 
minimun clearance around the logo.

Use for white and light background.

Use for white and light background.

Use for dark backgrounds.

Use for dark backgrounds.

Logo Clearance

60 x 60 px40 px corner radius (circle)

Color Logo

Color lockup

White Logo Gray Scale Logo

White Logo Gray Scale lockup
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The Cyndx logo is available in two color schemes: gray/blue and white. The “X” wordmark only changes color when used in the white logo version.

The Cyndx logo lockup is available in two color schemes: blue and white. The “X” is always inside a circle.
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Product logos

Use the “X” to define the minimun clearance around the logo. For all three cases, the spacing  between the “X”, the bar, and the product name is the same.   

Use for white and light background.

Use for white and light background.

Lockup Clearance

Color logo

Gray Scale logo

Each product logos is available in two color schemes: their blue tone and white.

Use the white version with their respective product color as a  background.

White Logo
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Brand logos

Webinar

Webinar

Webinar

Webinar
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Webinar Webinar

insights insights insights
To ensure that logo is clear and visible, use the logo to 
define the minimun clearance around the logo.

Use the Cyndx logo to define the minimun 
clearance around the logo.

Use for white and light background.

Use for white and light background. Use for dark background. Left bar remains dark 
blue, unless background color is  darker. 

Use for dark backgrounds.

Logo Clearance

Logo Clearance

Color Logo

Color Logo White Logo

White Logo
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Brand logos

Logos crimes

Webinar

Webinar

W
eb

in
ar

W
eb
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ar

Use the logo to define the minimun clearance around the 
logo. This is the only case where all Cyndx logo color 
changes. 

Use for white and light background. Use for dark backgrounds.

Logo Clearance

Don’t Add shadow

Don’t unapproved color 
combinations

Don’t place logo on busy 
backgrounds

Don’t disproportionately scale 
the logo

Don’t change any approved 
logo

Color Logo White Logo

INSIDER
Webinar

INSIDER
Webinar

INSIDER
Webinar

To maintain the integrity of the Cyndx logo family and to promote the consistency of the brand, please do not misuse it. Some logo crimes are listed below.

Webinar

insights

x

x

x x

x



Colors
The use of color should help bring attention to what matters most. Color should support the hierarchy of the page. The primary colors are used for product distinction, 
company presentations and marketing assets. The secondary colors are used for illustrations and support of any other future products or marketing projects. 
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Primary colors

Secondary colors

#4A90E2

Cyndx Blue

RGB 74, 144, 226

RGB 8, 65, 92

RGB 72, 169, 197 RGB 83, 86, 90

RGB 229, 229, 229 RGB 176, 176, 176RGB 0, 0, 68 RGB 15, 89, 173

Indigo Dye
#08415C

Shakespeare Davy’s Grey

Cloud Grey Cloud Grey IIDeep Blue Finder Blue

#48A9C5 #4A4A4A

#E5E5E5 #B0B0B0#000044 #0F59AD



Colors

Gradients

Cyndx Hero Finder Raiser Owner Insider
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#0953A9 #0953A9

#4A90E2

#4A90E2

#4A90E2 #4A90E2

#08415C
#4A90E2

#48A9C5

#48A9C5

#48A9C5 #FEFEFE

Cyndx gradients are radial color combinations, with the listed colors going from the left to the right corner. All colors come from the primary color palette. 
These are used as background colors and support an specific product or marketing asset. Gradients are used only in digital communication. 
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Icons act as visual aids to help customers understand Cyndx features and capabilities. Our icon collection style is minimalistic, outlined, and 
has a consistent stroke weight. They clarify the content by providing a visual cue and improve legibility and scannability of content. 



Icons

Accelerated Work Processes

Improved deal process through CRM integration to turbo 
charge growth by tapping into your institutional 
knowledge.

• 

• Source leads, tag companies and access contacts.
Accelerated Work Processes

Improved deal process through 
CRM integration to turbo-charge 
growth by tapping into your 
institutional knowledge.

Source leads, tag companies 
and access contacts.

• 

• 

Curate precise lists of company and investor targets based on 
type, geography, focus area, and capital lifecycles, among 
many others.

Turbo-charge your  M&A or investment lists
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Icons use
In general, icons should be placed near a label or title and used purposefully. Use a single icon to represent variations of the same concept.

When using bullet points, match the bullet color with the icon color. 
The icon aligns at the top with the title and has an approximate 20px 
margin distance witht the left content.

For mobile, the icon sits centered before the title. 

Icons can also be used to highlight a single statement. In these cases, 
place a circular graphic beind the icon and keep the icon color and title 
color the same. 

Bullets points 

Mobile

Highlighting statement  



Icons
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Our Values

How we conduct our business is just as important as the accuracy of the data we provide. 
Our core values are the principles that guide us in helping our clients achieve success. We 

distinguish Cyndx as a service leader and trusted brand which provides our customers with 
reliable investment data to facilitate discovery and faster deal closure.

InnovationExpertiseIntegrity Collaboration

CRM integration (one secure central 
repository for all your interactions) 
and full data export

Launch Finder searches 
directly from your Dashboard

Icons use
When using Cyndx primary color as a background, use a complimentary primary color for the icon instead of white.
When using a secondary color as background, use white for the icon.



Illustrations
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Illustration is a powerful communication tool, but only if you have something to say. When illustration is simply ornamental, it can 
easily become overwhelming or distracting, and ultimately detracts from the overall experience of using the product. Being 
consistent in illustration means considering details of a single illustration, as well as looking at the body of illustration work as a whole. 
Consistency speaks to quality: of the illustration and of the product it represents.

There are two color palettes that are used for illustrations. The primary palette is used in all illustrations as a Cyndx brand 
representtation . The secondary palette is used to compliment all other illustrations. Limit color combination to 4 colors. 

Illustrations colors

#4A90E2 #FCAF22 #08415C #C40847 #009B72 #2DD79C #CAEADA #BECEEA

#86B1EE #FDC976 #557F9A #E26E7F #63BC99 #7EDFB4 #DAF4BF #CEDBF1

#B8D2F9 #FBD8A6 #9BC3DC #F7B3BA #A0DDC3 #B2E7CD #E8FBD3 #DFE8F8

#6AA0E8 #FDC25D #335F7A #D44862 #41AB86 #5DDBA8 #D3F1B5 #C6D4ED

#A0C1F4 #FCD08E #78A0BA #ED919C #82CCAE #99E3C1 #E1F8C9 #D7E1F4

#D1E3FF #F8DFBD #C0E7FF #FFD5D9 #BDEDD8 #CAEADA #EFFFDD #E7EEFB

#4A90E2 #000044

#48A9C5 #3464E

3



Illustrations
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Use Cases
The use cases illustrations are meant to be consistent and recognized across all website. They are composed of three colors and are placed on a solid background. 
The following icons are used only when repesenting a use case, followed by a title description and copy.

Learn More Learn More

Advance M&A Diligence

Private Equity

#000044#FFFFFF #3464E3

#000044 #48A9C5

Banks StartupsPrivate Equity ConsultancyFamily Offices Venture capitalCorporate Law firms

Use Cases  Menu
Background color Background color at 20% opacity



Illustrations
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Newsletter 
Newsletter illustrations are meant to illustrate concepts and themes. They look as if they come from the same family and are consistent in their shapes and colors. All 
Cyndx illustrations have been edited to follow the same style. The following examples demonstrate the difference between the original vector image and the curated 
Cyndx version. All backgorund color should be one of the primary solid blues with a flexibility of 10%-20% opacity. Click here to access all illustrations.

Illustration style
• Flat design

• No outlines

• No shadow

• Not too soft edges or rounded corners

• Very minimal usage of people illustration, no facial expressions, abstract in nature

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1nrJdZs2ugJwKxcQltqE_67jxYUSAJUSU


Illustrations
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Graphics

 AI-driven investor 
targeting engine

Identify the right investors for your next capital raise

Three Powerful Tools. 
One Integrated Platform.

Raise Capital

Simplify your capital raise 
with deep learning.

Securely manage your
 cap tables for $10/month.

Learn MoreFind Companies

Accelerate M&A 
deal sourcing.

See the next generation 
of investment search yourself

 Suscribe to our newsletter   |   Explore Webinars

Cyndx vector graphics  are intended to bring focus to content. The components used are a light blue circle,a symmetric group of points, 
and wavy lines. Use them at the same leves as headlines, meeting point of images and description, and CTA’s.



Photography
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• Avoid cluttered or too photoshoped images

• No dark/night images 

• Prioritize  realistic images, focus on action and neutral gestures

• No illustrations in the images

Use these guidelines as an photo style reference when looking for shiutterstock images. 



Typography
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H1 Euclid Circular A
Semibold, 45px

H2 Euclid Circular A
Regular, 40px

H3 Euclid Circular A
Medium, 30px

H4 Euclid Circular A
Medium, 26px

H5 Euclid Circular A
Medium, 20px

Parapraph
Euclid Circular A
Regular, 16px

New Brand Font Euclid Circular A

Establishing Hierarchy

H1 and h5 H5, h2, and paragraph 

The Modern Deal 
Origination & Investor 
Identification Platform
Built to facilitate M&A, PE and VC Growth 
Intelligently search the world’s largest private 
company data set for emerging companies, growth 
opportunities and investors in any sector in just 
seconds.

Request a Demo today

See the next generation 
of investment search 
for yourself
Cyndx is the most advanced AI-driven investment search 
and analytics tool, built specifically for VC, PE, M&A, and 
entrepreneurs.
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Buttons Default

Demo

Product 1

Product 2

Product 3

CTA 1

CTA 2

Buttons Hover

Request a Demo

Find Companies

Raise Capital Raise Capital

Learn More Learn More

Learn More Learn More

Learn More Learn More

Find Companies

Shadow #000044 X:0 Y:5 blur:20
Radius 7 

Radius 7 

Radius 7 

Radius 7 

Radius 7 

#000044#000044

#000044

#0F59AD

#4A90E2

#48A9C5

#48A9C5

#48A9C5

#0F59AD

#4A90E2

#48A9C5

#48A9C5

#FFFFFF

#FFFFFF

#FFFFFF

#FFFFFF

#FFFFFF

#FFFFFF

Background 10%
Font 100%

Background 10%
Font 100%

Background 10%
Font 100%

Background 10%
Font 100%

All buttons serve as a CTA and should have a different look when hovered over, CTA’s  leading to product trials should have the same design 
as Demo button for consistency.



Web
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Product Images
All screenshots are to be placed on a white imagre frame with a 7 radius and shadow effect. The yellow squares (15x15) serve as a ruler for image placement, so the 
content looks centered and clean. The magnifier glass is a circled mask that highlights specific content on the image, use it when absolutely necessary. 

Place Cropped Image Here

#FFFFFF Image Frame
Shadow #3464E3 alpha:13 | X:0, Y:8, blur:15
Radius 7 

Magnifier Glass
Shadow #3464E3 alpha:13 | X:0, Y:8, blur:15
Radius 7 

Don’t miss the frame/marginsx



Web
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Forms
Forms share the same shadow and radius rules as buttons and images. 

First Name Last Name

Submit

Fill the details to be contacted shortly

E-mail

Company

Company Location

Form
Shadow #3464E3 X:0 Y:8 blur:15
Radius 7 

Content Box
Radius 7 
Text is placed inside the box, left 
aligned
Box is white with no borders
CTA
Radius 7

#DAEEF3

Submit

Submit

Button default

Button hover

#000044#FFFFFF
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